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“How do we sleep when
our beds are burning?”
-Midnight Oil
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ONE DAY – BERLIN
At the invitation of Berlin-based gallery owner and curator Yasmine BenhadjDjilali, Adrian Sierra Garcia creates a powerful exhibition in Berlin. As part of
the overall project “ONE DAY WE WILL DANCE AGAIN” in Tijuana, “ONE
DAY- Berlin” is consequently inspired by the wall between Mexico and the
United States. However, detached from its contextual reality gives it a degree
of abstraction which helps to emphasise the artistic component and create a
unique, collective experience that is ‘site-specific’.
In line with Adrian Sierra Garcia’s approach, the intervention is an aesthetic
creation as well as a potential moment of congregation and contemplation. It is
an invitation that refers to a specific Berlin recollection of the once-divided city.
It’ s a creative result of ambiguous conditions between different gradations of
openness and privacy.
Tijuana - San Diego Border
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Intervention: Benhadj&Djilali Gallery
Gallery Benhadj&Djilali on Torstraße in Berlin-Mitte hosts a metallic, light and
sound sculpture specifically developed for the premises. The location will
function more as a ‘home’ to a ‘foreign’ object, whose general characteristics
and clearly defined parameters make it seem more ‘concrete’.
The dynamic light art installation acts against these conditions: filling the
space as an ‘invasive’ structure, it contravenes, challenging the usual gallery
experience. The space, which is de facto private and semi-public in its use,
becomes an event which can be experienced by visitors, who need to come to
terms mentally and physically with the work of art and the obstructed space.
The installation allows for- but does not force- an appropriation of the newly
defined spaces and their potential possibilities.
The Wall
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One Day becomes One Year
For 2019, the Benhadj&Djilali Gallery becomes a cultural ‘hub’ with the aims
to build a local and international community around the topics of borders and
border walls. The installation will remain for the entire year of 2019. It will be
accompanied by a series of artistic and cultural events and interventions (talks,
conferences, workshops, performances).
With the current global, extreme political divide, there is a desperate need
to connect cultures to each other and the people to their environment. The
Benhadj & Djilali Gallery proposes a project that transcends cultural barriers
and cultural events as vectors for positive social change.
Berlin is the modern day reference for walls and overcoming them.
30 years after the Fall of the Wall, Berlin is the obvious field and One Day |
Berlin art exhibition by Adrian Sierra Garcia the perfect platform to showcase
what presently happens in other parts of the world.
Welcome to Paradise
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ONE DAY WE WILL DANCE AGAIN (2020 TBD)
The ‘mother’ project ONE DAY WE WILL DANCE AGAIN occupies a special
place in Adrian Sierra Garcia’s work. The ongoing research project, which
began before the Trump era, deals with the wall between Mexico and the United
States, which has in fact long existed.1
ONE DAY WE WILL DANCE AGAIN explores the inimical effects of the wall: the
separation of people, families and friends, the concrete instances of exclusion
and the inhuman conditions, both in Adrian Sierra Garcia’s home town and
also, more generally, all along the border.2 By means of a planned, monumental
light art performance involving drones at the point where the wall plunges
into the Pacific Ocean in Tijuana, the project examines the violent, physical
appearance of the border, and integrates the complex administrative processes
which accompany it, towards its manifestation, in the two affected states.3
One Day We Wil Dance Again - Project
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Footnotes:
1. The border between the USA and Mexico consists of a series of strategically constructed walls to prevent drugs as
well as people from illegally entering the United States from Mexico. It reaches from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific,
where it terminates in the ocean between Tijuana and San Diego. 700 miles (1130 kilometres) of reinforced fencing
have been newly built after 2006, under President George W. Bush.
2. According to a report by the International Organization for Migration from 2015, more than 6,000 people have lost
their lives trying to cross the border since 2000.
“The Nation” states 7,000 corpses have been found since the early 1990s; a reasonable estimate of the actual death
toll is triple that number (April 24, 2018).
3. The project “ONE DAY WE WILL DNACE AGAIN- Tijuana” is planned for the final section of the wall near the International Friendship Park in Playas de Tijuana, one of the few sections where people from both sides of the border
can talk to each other and touch each other through a metal fence, legally and without fear of deportation.

Border Wall at Tijuana Beach

Border Wall at Freindship Park
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BACKGROUND
Artist and architect Adrian Sierra Garcia is part of a new, ‘transnationally’ active
generation. The term refers to a biography and body of work spanning multiple
countries, whereby changes in perspective and different conditions of social
realities are not negated, but given a positive artistic interpretation.
Adrian Sierra Garcia was born in the border town of Tijuana, grew up in Los
Angeles, spent numerous years in Paris, and is currently living in Berlin.
He is particularly known for his temporary art installations in public space.
Interventions like “Of Two” on the Simone de Beauvoir pedestrian bridge in Paris
(2012), “Reminiscences of a Higher Place” in La Jolla Indian Reservation, San
Diego (2016), “Something Inside Myself” at Miami Art Basel, Miami (2016), and
various creative interventions at Burning Man festivals create unique, aesthetic
social places- moments of spontaneous gathering and positive appropriation
by passers-by. When the works of art disappear, they remain as memories,
thoughts, and more importantly, as proof of a best case scenario of a new
societal possibility.
Simone de Beauvoir Bridge, Paris
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Yasmine Benhadj-Djilali, Director | +49 177 8348793 |
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Adrian Sierra Garcia, Artist | +49 178 4823188
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